Montana Kaimin, January 14, 1981

Associated Students of the University of Montana
Bicyclist John Walker, freshman in Radio-TV, takes advantage of ice-free roads. Missoula City Council's ad hoc bikeways committee is calling for student members. See story below. (Staff photo by John Kiffe.)

Bicycle committee recruits members

By MIKE DENNISON
Montana Kaimin Reporter

If you prefer squads of bicycling commuters to an army of carbon monoxide-spewing commuter cars, then you may want a place on the new Missoula citizens' bicycling committee.

John Williams, Missoula's bicyc­

See story below. (Staff photo by John Kiffe.)

very receptive to the idea. Applic­kaimin
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Jan Johnson, Missoula's freshman Republican senator from District 49, is introducing a bill to reduce Montana's ambient air standards, enacted by the state Board of Health last year.

Johnson's bill is a bad one, not only for Missoula but for the rest of the state. The standards, which take into account particulate levels from a wide area, as opposed to levels in close proximity to industry, are more stringent than federal standards. Johnson would like to see the health board standards brought into line with the more reluctant federal rules.

She also plans an amendment to the bill that would take the power to set such standards away from the state health board and give it to the Legislature.

Johnson's three senate colleagues from Missoula, Democrats Bill Norman, Fred Van Valkenburg and Mike Halligan, all have stated that they will work to defeat the legislation. Johnson's reasons for initiating this attempt to weaken environmental standards are that the standards hinder the development of new industry and are a hardship for existing businesses.

This may very well be true. But it's also a sad example of misplaced priorities.

This state's history has proven the absurdity of legislation in favor of making it easy for industry to develop at will. One small but significant example is the Flathead mountainside above the fluoridating Anaconda Aluminum Co. plant at Columbia Falls.

Johnson is sympathetic to her constituents who urge her to make it easier for them to get jobs. But knocking under to temptation of industry in fear that the possible number of available jobs may otherwise be reduced amounts to submitting to social blackmail.

It is a subtle but sinister form of economic extortion, and every piece of progressive environmental legislation this state has produced has been a worthwhile fight against it. For this regressive piece of legislation to pass now would be a giant flop backward that Montana should be ashamed of. Quite possibly the most disturbing thing about Johnson's bill is that if it succeeds, it will establish a precedent that a conservative, growth-oriented Legislature may use to weaken environmental rules from which to even do more damage.

Why break one window in a building when you can break them all?

But besides all this, Johnson and other like-minded backers of her bill should take a harder look at the long-term consequences of this kind of legislation. This bill is short-sighted, and that may very well be the worst thing about it.

No reasonable person would deny that there may be short-term economic benefits to be gained from relaxing the ambient air standards. But the certain long-term costs of living in a scum-filled environment far outweigh those possible benefits.

And there's no guarantee that Johnson's bill could actually bring about those costly short-term benefits. It's little better than a shot in the dark. There is no absolute proof that the current standards discourage new industry in Montana. Variances from the standards are available in cases of true economic hardship.

Montanans should push for this bill's defeat and hope that the mentality that produced it doesn't surface again.

Scott Hagel

---

**letters**

**Evaluation illiterate**

Editor: The Faculty Evaluation Committee of the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures believes that student evaluations of instructors are a valuable, though insufficient, source of information concerning the success of classroom teaching. In formulating our own evaluations of teaching performance, we have consulted with professionals, individual student evaluation forms.

We also believe, however, that the summary evaluations produced by the Student Evaluation Committee for this department are of little value because of their inaccurate and incompetent preparation, and because of their frequency incorrect and illiterate expression. We recommend unanimously that they should not be included in any file or dossier without a faculty member's consent.

We cite the following reasons for our position. Having examined the same in individual forms as the SEC, it was evident to us that many of the SEC summaries were quite inaccurate. There was a general tendency to stress negative criticism and ignore commendation. In some cases, the summary reflected only criticism of an unsuccessful course, ignoring praise given to several other ones. In most cases the SEC ignored likewise the numerical rankings for specific categories of performance, and concentrated only on the anecdotal comments at the end of the form, thus seriously distorting the nature of student response in a number of instances. In all cases it is evident that there was little of the careful process of deliberation in the presence of a faculty observer as enshrined by section 10.520, (section 10.520, 2) requires that a department's teaching be evaluated exclusively by its majors or graduate students, faculty in the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures were evaluated by a general student, a computer science major, and a pre-med major. Many of these forms were prepared by a first-quarter freshman.

We believe, in conclusion, that it is inappropriate that summary judgements can be intruded into a professional dossier by people who themselves have not yet completed an education, who have little professional training or experience to give perspective and balance to their judgements, who see only one facet of what they are supposed to judge, who have never even sat in the class of the person whose teaching they are judging, and who have no vested interest in the fairness, accuracy or responsibility of their judgements.
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**Philip Lutes**

chairman, Faculty Evaluation Committee, foreign languages department

**John Madden**

associate professor, foreign languages

**Horst Jarka**

professor, foreign languages

**Kenneth Brett**

associate professor, foreign languages

**James Fligthen**

associate professor, foreign languages

**Roman Zlyman**

associate professor, foreign languages

**Salaries vs. sense**

Editor: I congratulate Steve Stoulouse and the Kaimin on the faculty salary series, but I must point out one error — made somewhere in my communication of various figures to Steve.

Missoula's economy does not pay me $41,000 (as stated in your article), or anywhere near it. However, when I left Illinois for Missoula my UM salary of $15,000 more than doubled — if you count consulting bills. But somehow — perhaps against logic — I think the University of Montana offers a better place to work and part-time work as an editor at the Missoulian. So far, I've made my contributions to my department's teaching be evaluated exclusively by its majors or graduate students, faculty in the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures were evaluated by a general student, a computer science major, and a pre-med major. Many of these forms were prepared by a first-quarter freshman.

We believe, in conclusion, that it is inappropriate that summary judgements can be intruded into a professional dossier by people who themselves have not yet completed an education, who have little professional training or experience to give perspective and balance to their judgements, who see only one facet of what they are supposed to judge, who have never even sat in the class of the person whose teaching they are judging, and who have no vested interest in the fairness, accuracy or responsibility of their judgements.
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**Salaries vs. sense**

Editor: I congratulate Steve Stoulouse and the Kaimin on the faculty salary series, but I must point out one error — made somewhere in my communication of various figures to Steve.

Missoula's economy does not pay me $41,000 (as stated in your article), or anywhere near it. However, when I left Illinois for Missoula my UM salary of $15,000 more than doubled — if you count consulting work and part-time work as an editor at the Los Angeles Times. And my base salary at this university in the first year was more than 130 percent of my UM salary.

While at UM I discovered that the university keeps many of its faculty members by recruiting them into a peculiar, zombie-like cult which worships Missoula, all things. Those profs not converted begin to wonder how they will pay their bills. But somehow — perhaps against logic — I think the University of Montana offers a better place to work and part-time work as an editor at the Missoulian. So far, I've made my contributions to
Missoula Democrats will propose legislation to legalize lay midwifery

By JIM BRUGGERS
Missoula Kaimin Reporter

A bill legalizing lay midwifery in Montana will be introduced in the House of Representatives soon, Akin Mary Dussault, D-Missoula, said recently.

The bill will be co-sponsored by Dussault and Steve Waldron, another Missoula Democrat. Elizabeth Scanlin, of Red Lodge, who helped organize Montana for Midwives, said the bill will establish a Board of Midwives to conduct examinations and set standards for midwives.

Scanlin said a very similar bill was introduced in the 1979 Legislature, but never made it out of the Public Health Committee.

The purpose of the bill is to allow Montana women the choice of where and how their childbirth will occur.

"To deny people the right to home birth is to deny them of a basic human right," she said.

Montana law allows only registered nurses to become certified midwives. Scanlin said there is only one R.N. midwife in Montana.

According to a government survey, she added, there were 2,946 home births in Montana in 1979. Most of them were illegal.

"The bill comes out of the belief of many women that they should always be able to choose the surroundings during the birthing process. One of the reasons for choosing a home birth is because a hospital birth may cost between $1,000 and $5,000, depending on complications. Lay midwifery — performed by non-professionals, but not necessarily inexperienced people — is legal, in varying degrees, in 19 states. Doctors rarely deliver babies in homes.

Doctors oppose home births because they are not as safe as hospital births, Brian Zins, executive director of the Montana Medical Association, said yesterday in a telephone interview.

"The majority of times there will not be a problem (during pregnancy)," he said, but when a problem arises, the Association "wants to see a qualified person with the mother.

When asked if the mother should have a right to deliver her child anywhere she chooses Zins said, "the little baby has rights too.

"How can anyone go against that argument?" he added.

Scanlin said the bill is intended to make midwives of which there seem to be a large number in Montana, an "arm" of the medical profession.

The midwives would be trained, at one of six schools in the United States, to determine high-risk mothers.

"One of the jobs of a midwife would be to decide when it is necessary to go to the hospital," she said.

"It is not as though anyone off the street could become a midwife, she said, adding that they need training and experience.

CB positions may be filled at board’s meeting tonight

Much of Central Board’s first 1981 meeting will be catch-up on what transpired during CB’s 5-week holiday hiatus, including filling three vacated board positions.

Tonight’s meeting will be at 7 p.m. in the University Center Montana Rooms.

ASUM President David Curtis said yesterday he is interviewing 15 applicants for the three positions vacated during Christmas break.

Curtis hopes to finish the interviews by today and submit his nominations for CB’s approval at tonight’s meeting.

The nominees need approval by a majority of the board before becoming members.

The primary qualities Curtis is looking for in the new CB members are an understanding of what a liberal arts education is and ASUM’s role at the University of Montana.

He said he was not considering whether the applicants were politically "right" or "left," nor the political philosophy of those they will replace.

The departed CB members are Dan O’Fallon, Ralph Simpson and Ed McMillan.

O’Fallon and Simpson resigned because of new jobs that will take them out of town, and McMillan apparently committed suicide Dec. 20.

McMillan was found hanged in a Missoula city jail cell the morning after being arrested at Stockman’s Bar for allegedly pulling a knife on a customer.

The board also will hear a short memorial for McMillan.

Several ASUM committees will present the following "updates" to the board:

• The ASUM Legislative Committee will report on its workings and the progress of the ASUM lobbyist in Helena.

• Faculty Evaluations Committee Chairman Peter Kerr will report on the state of ASUM’s faculty evaluation program.

• ASUM’s elections committee will report on its work concerning the upcoming ASUM elections, which are usually held in February

The Residence Halls Office is Currently Accepting Resident Assistant Applications for the 1981-82 Academic Year

Applications may be obtained at the Residence Halls Office, Room 101, Turner Hall, or at any of the respective hall desks.

Applications must have a minimum 2.00 G.P.A. and an interest in working with people.

Interviews will be scheduled during Winter Quarter, and new resident assistants will be selected prior to the end of Spring Quarter.

Questions relative to these positions should be directed to the Residence Halls Office.

Applications should be completed and returned to the Residence Halls Office by February 1, 1981.
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The area is not likely to get the other 50.9 inches of snow that was predicted by the almanac, according to Dave Goens, a meteorologist for the weather service.

Goens said there is a 60 percent chance that the Rocky Mountain states will continue to experience mild weather through March. He bases his statement on the extended forecast published by the National Weather Service in Washington, D.C. He said the forecast is based on past weather records for the region.

Circulation around the Northern Hemisphere has created a high pressure zone which has diverted storm patterns in the Rockies and Montana.

Goens said in layman's terms that means no snow.

But lack of precipitation this winter means problems for people other than those who just bought ski. It will also hurt farmers, according to Gerald Marks, a Missoula County extension official.

"A winter without snow means a lack of irrigation water for farmers in the spring," Marks said.

Women in politics subject of Brown Bag Discussions

"Women in Politics: Organizing, Seeking Office, and Effecting Legislation" is the theme for the Winter Quarter Brown Bag Discussions which begin today.

Today's discussion, which is at noon in the Montana Rooms of the University Center, will feature Mary Palmer, former director of the Democratic Women's Club of Missoula. Palmer will talk about the Montana Legislature and its effects on women's issues.

Terry Harned, series coordinator, said, "This should be an interesting series. With the Legislature in session, there are a lot of important things happening concerning women."

Other subjects that will be brought up in the eight discussions this quarter are lobbying, day care, abortion issues, and bills before the Legislature dealing with violence against women.

Harned said other speakers for the series would include Germaine Conard, Missoula county commissioner, Carol Mitchell, unsuccessful candidate for representative from House District 93 last fall, and Ann German, a local leader.

Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center, the discussions will held Wednesdays in the noon in the UC Montana Rooms.

Events schedule for Foresters' Ball

Along with the traditional Foresters' Ball Friday and Saturday night, the University of Montana Forestry Club is sponsoring a variety of entertainment and competition this week.

They include:
• A ticket drop noon today on the Corbly.
• Bloomedockers Day, today from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in front of the Forestry Building, which will include empty keg throwing, speed chopping and wood bucking contests.
• A tobacco spitting contest, tomorrow noon, in Mammy Park, between the Mansfield Library and the U.C.
• Boondockers Day, today from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., in front of the Forestry Building, which will include empty keg throwing, speed chopping and wood bucking contests.
• A Women in Politics: Organizing, Seeking Office, and Effecting Legislation.

Each event will be held every Wednesday in the noon in the UC Montana Rooms.
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classifieds

lost and found
LOST: SKINNY - a walker on campus. Keep the
money and give the lost dog a good home.
41-4
FOUND: HAND calculator in Computer Science
Lab. Return to Laverne & John in main tel. 4, 4-5
FOUND: Black leather winter boots with
two white stripes. 42-4
FOUND: 400 tickets for the Foresters Ball in UC
next Wed. for $10. Contact: 43-2
FOUND: 4 tickets to U.S. vs. Denmark soccer
match. 41-4

THE UNIVERSITY United Way campaign
CLUB MEDITERRANEAN. SAILING
GO WHERE there’s snow! Sun Valley UM skiing trip.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Tracy. Live it up tonight. What it
RETURN ENGAGEMENT — The Time. Missoula’s
LADIES’ NIGHT — 7-9 — 10C beer, 25$ wine. 50$
lost and found
LOST BROWN wallet in Science Complex area.
LOST FROM University area — black female kitten.
LOST BLACKHILLS gold little finger ring. Very
FOUND. HAND calculator in Computer Science
classifieds

FOUND. RIDE NEEDED to Salt Lake. Leaving Jan. 17th. Call
ATTENTION SKIERS! I desperately need
YOU TOO can be a scholar! Lecture Notes available

business opportunities
YOU TOO can be a scholar! Lecture Notes available
for the quarter at CSD-Lodge. Starts Jan. 20. Free

transportation
ATTENTION SKIERS! I desperately need

for sale
sent two free tickets to Salt Lake. Leaving Jan. 17th.

seeking help
HELP WANTED: FEMALE student to cook simple meals
HELP WANTED: FEMALE NON-SMOKER vegie welcome, fully

rooms needed
CAT AND plant lover to share small sunlit house one
FEMALE ROOMMATES wanted. Two basement

personal
WANTED: FEMALE roommates needed

lost and found
LOST BROWN men’s wallet on campus, keep the

LADIES’ NIGHT — 7-9 — 10C beer, 25$ wine. 50$

if unique is what you seek . . .
COLOR COPIES SHIRTS UNLIMITED
Display your own photographs, art work, 35mm slides, or printed material
ON A T-SHIRT
• T-shirts in Stock
• Only $1.00 Over Price of Shirt
• Done While You Want
• Discount for Group Work

WEDNESDAY’S LADIES’ NIGHT
and QUARTER NIGHT
Ladies Free Pool 6-8
CORNER POCKET
Under New Ownership — Come In and See Tom or Ron
2100 Stephens
South Center

Backgammon Tournament
Tuesday Night
Winner Placed on the Tournament Roster

Weekly Specials
HAPPY HOUR
2-6 $1.50 Pitchers

School of Fine Arts
Department of Drama Dance
ASUM
present
University Dance Ensemble
January 15, 16, & 17
University Theater 8 p.m.
For reservations or ticket
information call 243-5581

 creditors
Transmission line bill under study

By BOOMER SLOTHOWER
Montana Kaimin Legislative Reporter

HELENA — The construction of electric power transmission lines from Colstrip to the West Coast by the Bonneville Power Administration is not generally thought of by Montanans as being beneficial to the state or to the University of Montana, may receive some benefit from the line.

House Bill 36, introduced by Rep. Joe Brand, D-Deer Lodge, would provide remedies for those who suffer damages or harm as a result of delays or interference with the flow of sentiment against environmental broadening yesterday. The bill's sponsor, Rep. Joe Kanduch, D-Anaconda, is listed as the prime sponsor of the bill providing for $1,000 fines or jailing of persons who delay or interfere with industrial or commercial development in the state "without good cause.

The broadly worded bill claims to be fostering economic development throughout the state. But if a bill currently under study in the House Taxation Committee shuttled passed, Montana, and eventually the University of Montana, may receive some benefit from the line.

House Bill 36 would amend the property tax law to include "properly constructed, owned or operated power generation facilities owned by publicly-owned generating companies." According to the bill's sponsor, Rep. Joe Brand, D-Deer Lodge, the measure was designed to partially compensate the counties through which the BPA line passes. The BPA is "getting at the hook" of paying taxes, he said.

The Department of Revenue prepared a fiscal note that evaluates the revenue impact of the bill. John Clark, deputy director of the department, said the study only looks at the portion of the line that is built or will be built during this biennium, meaning before July, 1983. This portion, from Hot Springs to the Idaho border, would provide revenue during this biennium to Sanders County (about $465,120) and to the University levi (about $16,416) in fiscal 1983, the note said.

The revenues would increase "substantially" with the completion of the line from Colstrip to Hot Springs, the note says. There only seems to be one problem with the bill. No one is sure whether it is constitutional. According to Brand, Montana's congressional delegation wants Montana to pass this bill regardless of whether it is constitutional. That way the delegation can have something to base a federal law on, he said.

In the meantime, the bill is "sitting in committee" until the constitutional question is answered, he said. Two more representatives, Dick Manning, D-Great Falls and Ben Hanson, R-Missoula, have added their names to the bill as co-sponsors. Brand said that once the representatives know that the congressional delegation would like to see this bill enacted, it should pass easily.

Economic development obstructors could be fined under proposed bill

HELENA (AP) — A bill to throw industrial development obstructors into jail was introduced in the Montana House as an apparent flow of sentiment against environmental broadening yesterday. The bill, co-sponsored by 21 House members, was accompanied by 23 new items of legislation dropped in the House hopper yesterday.

Also in that collection were measures limiting the use of industrial revenue bonds, giving larger counties nearly a blank check to adopt local option taxes and measures limiting the use of industrial or commercial development. According to the bill's sponsor, Rep. Joe Kanduch, D-Anaconda, is listed as the prime sponsor of the bill providing for $1,000 fines or jailing of persons who delay or interfere with industrial or commercial development in the state "without good cause.

The broadly worded bill claims to be fostering economic development throughout the state. But if a bill currently under study in the House Taxation Committee shuttled passed, Montana, and eventually the University of Montana, may receive some benefit from the line.

House Bill 36 would amend the property tax law to include "properly constructed, owned or operated power generation facilities owned by publicly-owned generating companies." According to the bill's sponsor, Rep. Joe Brand, D-Deer Lodge, the measure was designed to partially compensate the counties through which the BPA line passes. The BPA is "getting at the hook" of paying taxes, he said.

The Department of Revenue prepared a fiscal note that evaluates the revenue impact of the bill. John Clark, deputy director of the department, said the study only looks at the portion of the line that is built or will be built during this biennium, meaning before July, 1983. This portion, from Hot Springs to the Idaho border, would provide revenue during this biennium to Sanders County (about $465,120) and to the University levi (about $16,416) in fiscal 1983, the note said.

The revenues would increase "substantially" with the completion of the line from Colstrip to Hot Springs, the note says. There only seems to be one problem with the bill. No one is sure whether it is constitutional. According to Brand, Montana's congressional delegation wants Montana to pass this bill regardless of whether it is constitutional. That way the delegation can have something to base a federal law on, he said.

In the meantime, the bill is "sitting in committee" until the constitutional question is answered, he said. Two more representatives, Dick Manning, D-Great Falls and Ben Hanson, R-Missoula, have added their names to the bill as co-sponsors. Brand said that once the representatives know that the congressional delegation would like to see this bill enacted, it should pass easily.

Weather or Not

Chris stared at the rumpled body before him, realizing he should notify the authorities, but worried about contamination. He hoped that the loggi conditions, with a high of 26 and a low of 20, would keep the body until the police could arrive.

Suddenly, he heard two gruff voices and running feet. Two men in trench coats rounded the corner. The door was open, and Chris panicked and ran, but the shot that whizzed past his head convinced him to reassess his strategy. One man pulled a knife, the other aimed his 38. Chris wished this were only a nightmare, but it wasn't. Just as real as the aim that darted out and pulled him through an open doorway as both knife and bullet came perilously close to where he stood. Too close.

To be continued.

Blue Cross of Montana claim forms are no longer necessary to process your claims for outpatient hospital or doctor benefits. Just provide Blue Cross of Montana with the itemized statement you receive from your hospital or doctor which must indicate the following:

1. DATES of service
2. CARE or TREATMENT rendered
3. DIAGNOSIS or diagnosis code
4. Breakdown of CHARGES and/or NAME
5. ADDRESS
6. S.S. # number

If you are hospitalized as an inpatient, give your group 6417 and your student social security numbers to the hospital and they will file your claim.

If you have any questions, please contact the Blue Cross representative at:

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Blue Cross Office
34 Eddo
Missoula, Montana 59812
726-0457 549-7626